Vx 64 Vocal Strip Vst 1.0.0
one of the latest effects plugins for vocal processing . The presented plugin contains various MIDI-based effects, plus the use of a number of exotic for us, but already familiar in the vocal world, effects: microphone, plucked instruments, synthesizer and harmonica. The voice is recorded by a special vocal server (based on Mac OS X and Windows). Vocals are processed in real time by an
algorithm and presented as an mp3 file with the correct bitrate and normalization, so that, although a little, it "breathes". Able to compress up to 16 and bitrates in the range from 7 to 14.8 / 32. It is possible to use a plug-in for multi-channel recording of vocals and applying effects to it. The plugin extends the capabilities of Aurora Splinter Audio, making it even more flexible. Once installed,
the plugin can be used as a standalone recording and effects plugin. Andrey and Pasha Parfenov present a new course "New Vocal Program". The course includes a complete vocal training course - from voice training to playing the... Every performer dreams of having a voice like Dima Bilan's. And it often happens that people who sing well because they have been practicing for a long time
actually show ... Do you want to learn how to sing beautifully and do it without leaving your home? You have the opportunity in the shortest possible time to make a great vocal ...Friends, you have a great opportunity to win one of two gifts from our partners - a professional cosmetics store from Japan "Secret... Video recording of the training course "Reading Technique" Friends! As part of the
training course "School of Vocal", the teachers of our vocal center are working on recording a video recording of the training course. Recording... Dear buyers! On our website in the section "Discounts and Promotions" there is a unique opportunity to purchase any product from our... From September 27 to October 8, the next festival "Circle of Light" takes place in Moscow. The venues for the
festival of light this year will be the buildings of GUM and...
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